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The technologies most valuable to national defence are those that maximise the nation’s freedom 
to develop and use its military capability as it sees fit. Technologies that enhance interoperability 
with allies or mitigate supply chain dependencies are therefore particularly important. These may 
not appear to be the most economically attractive choices in a traditional export-focused sense.

The ‘make or buy?’ question is the same for all nations but the answer is different for each. 
Middle East nations should learn from others but not imitate the solutions of industrially 
developed nations. Developing regional competence in systems integration, research, 
development, test and analysis will have more strategic impact towards ensuring national 
security and resilience than competing with established, over-capacity producers.

Offset policy can and must encourage foreign investment in the most beneficial technologies 
and, more importantly, in transferring the knowledge that underpins them. All offset proposals, 
traditional joint ventures or otherwise, should be judged by their contribution to building 
knowledge capital and thereby national freedom of action.

Developing human capital (education, knowledge transfer, research, development, and training) is 
essential to achieving independent indigenous defence capability and more beneficial than 
replicating production facilities in competitive market areas.

Abstract 
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Effective use of technology underpins modern 
military capability. It enables operational 
advantage, such as controlling airspace and 
providing real-time situational awareness and 
intelligence. Government investment in 
technology ranges from buying “off-the-shelf” 
through providing manufacturing capacity to 
funding fundamental research and 
development. The most powerful military 
forces rest on complex supply chains 
underpinned by long-established research, 
development and evaluation expertise.

This suggests that, in a world of shifting 
alliances and asymmetrical threats, control 
over the development and production of key 
technologies that enable the freedom to act 
as the nation chooses is paramount.(1) 

Moreover, fundamental to this approach is the 
ability to test the employment of equipment 
theoretically and practically to assure its 
effectiveness, the safety to its users, and to 
explore the boundaries of its potential. States 
will then have greater bargaining power and 
choice to acquire state-of-the art systems in 
which others have already invested, in the 
knowledge that they will be able to integrate 
diverse systems from different territories into 
their arsenal.

This being so, the technologies most valuable 
to national defence are those that maximize 
the nation’s freedom to develop and use its 
military capability as it sees fit – wherever, 
whenever, with whomever. Technologies that 
enhance interoperability with allies or mitigate 
supply chain dependencies are therefore 
particularly important. These may not, 
however, appear to be the most economically 
attractive choices in a traditional export-
focused sense.

Reasons to invest in Defence 
Technology

Control over the development 
and production of key 
technologies that enable the 
freedom to act as the nation 
chooses is paramount

Technologies that enhance 
interoperability with allies or 
mitigate supply chain 
dependencies are particularly 
important
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The ‘make or buy?’ question is the same for 
all nations but the answer is different for each.  
The optimum strategy balances independent 
military capability with cost, while taking 
realistic account of factors such as the 
breadth and depth of the existing industrial 
base, the workforce available, the science 
and engineering research base, and the 
opportunities of the regional market place.

An indigenous defence industry contributes to 
GDP and provides leverage to the nation as a 
customer but every new national defence 
industry increases the global over-capacity 
and the defence market becomes 
consequently more dysfunctional. National 
security interests influence the availability of 
equipment and knowledge transfer. This is 
particularly important for nations without 
significant, established industrial bases. The 
questions are:

• Which parts of the supply chain are most 
critical and need to be ‘owned’ or 
controlled?

• What components and systems will be 
freely available and therefore not need to 
be owned?

• What knowledge and skills need to be 
embedded in the indigenous workforce to 
safeguard sovereignty?

There may be no economic sense or defence 
necessity to own traditional, large-scale 
vehicle production facilities if those vehicles 
will remain readily available. But 
understanding and being able to modify 
sub-systems, networks and artificial 
intelligence may not only safeguard 
sovereignty but also provide leverage in an 
alliance and improved access to other 
technologies. 

Middle East nations should learn from, not 
directly imitate, solutions created by more 
industrially developed nations. Developing 
regional competence in systems integration, 
research, development, test and analysis will 
have more strategic impact towards ensuring 
national security and resilience than 
competing head-on with established, over-
capacity producers.

In this context, the potential for cross-over 
with investment in non-defence technologies 
should be given careful attention. Economic 
realities are such that in the late 1990s it was 
estimated only 24% of the end items 
produced in the Egyptian Ministry of Military 
Production factories were actually military, the 
remainder being dual-use or purely civilian.(3) 

Any investment should be judged on factors 
including: the scope for increasing indigenous 
labour participation; the exploitation of 
indigenous raw materials; economic 
diversification; and the enhancement of 
knowledge-based economies, fully embracing 
the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR).   
Such an approach may also result more easily  
in achieving a critical mass of expertise, 
industrial capacity and revenue. 

Make or Buy?

Middle East nations should 
learn from, not directly imitate, 
solutions created by more 
industrially developed nations
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A feature of Western nations is that, while 
governments still exercise strong control for 
national security purposes, most of the 
industrial activity is undertaken by private or 
quasi-commercial enterprises. As a populous 
nation with established production facilities 
ranging from heavy engineering to electronics 
and software, India has chosen a strategy of 
“self-reliance”.(7),(8) Key to this approach is 
increasing participation by Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs). The Middle East should 
also consider the benefits from encouraging 
local private venture participation, mindful 
that this may need active support in the early 
stages. In this respect, the UAE already has 
established accelerators, investment funds 
and partnerships that support aerospace-
related developments.

Encouraging private companies 
(economic growth) 

Certain systems, such as fast jets and armed 
UAS are reserved for military use but there 
are significant overlaps between military and 
civilian requirements. In these areas, typified 
by greater scale of demand, there is a more 
truly competitive market. There are 
consequently more opportunities for return on 
commercial investment as well as satisfying 
military needs. Technology with broader 
applications includes communications, 
control systems, power generation and 
storage, composite materials, 3D-printing and 
other ‘disruptive’ production techniques. 

The Aerospace domain – 
military-civilian crossover

In summary, the strongest candidates for 
technology investment should demonstrate 
the following features:

• Alignment with national vision
• Emerging technologies – fields where the 

market will grow
• Technology that can help OEMs meet offset 

criteria (creating win-win scenarios) 
• Open source design (or access to existing 

Intellectual Property (IP)) with ability to 
generate new IP (shared if necessary) – as a 
minimum access to licence to produce/
maintain

• Complementary to existing industrial base 
e.g. petrochemicals, metals

• Use regionally sourced raw materials
• Solving a ‘coalition problem’ – i.e. 

something that can be sold to coalition 
partners for in-region operations

• Good regional market (to complement 
localised production)

• Low manpower/high automation and viable 
at relatively small scale

• Skills/technology overlap with non-defence 
technology (critical mass is easier to 
achieve)

Features of ideal technology 
investments
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The foregoing discussion suggests 
investment in new technologies as well as the 
nation’s broader underpinning research base.  
Investments are more likely to be rewarded 
when they target clearly-defined end states.  
This plays to short-term investments to fill 
specific niches, such as making minor 
modifications to existing technology to meet 
existing military requirements.  

Governments must, at the same time, remain 
ambitious to develop the indigenous research 
base and its ability to generate IP. Depending  
on the country’s baseline, this could require 
fundamental investment in the Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 
(STEM) education in order to generate the 
human capital necessary for a self-sustaining 
research ecosystem.(9) Measuring returns on 
investment in research can be contentious.  
Research is, after all, undertaken in order to 
expand knowledge by exploring the unknown, 
and is often most rewarding when it reveals a 
previously ‘unknown unknown’. This implies a 
balancing act between short-term objectives 
that can exercise nascent research capability 
and long-term commitment, persistence, and 
courage to accept unexpected set-backs.

Many of the technologies that address 
requirements related to communications, 
interoperability and wider C4ISR are 
electronics- or software-based. Moreover, 
software and control systems are essential to 
automation, artificial intelligence, enhanced 
reality, remote control and the development of 
increasingly autonomous systems. Indeed, 
such quasi intelligent systems might underpin 
the development of truly indigenous 
production capabilities by augmenting the 
workforce in harsh, dangerous or dirty 
environments.  

Whereas in populous nations robots and 
automation may be feared for the jobs they 
are likely to displace, in states with small 
populations they will be critical to 
indigenisation. Technology investments 
should favour established, accessible IP and 
open-source software that can be developed 
rapidly and shared or exported freely.  

The thirst for excellence in the development 
and application of new technology already 
exists in regional visions such as “Smart 
Dubai”.  Consumers, workers and Service 
Personnel may all benefit from the technology 
that enables drones to perform “dull, 
dangerous and dirty” tasks, whether that is 
autonomous aerial taxis steering safe routes, 
domestic service devices serving consumers 
in the home, increased automation in building 
infrastructure, clearing and cleaning 
contaminated areas, or constructing military 
platforms. The talent and technology 
concentrations developing in response to 
such initiatives may be the basis for multi-
purpose or ‘dual-use’ or cross-over 
technologies with both military and civilian 
applications.  

So what technologies does 
this suggest?
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between short-term objectives 
… and long-term commitment, 
persistence, and courage to 
accept unexpected set-backs







Each nation is free to decide its own 
technology investment priorities, taking 
account of its aspirations for military autarky, 
alliances, perceived threats and industrial 
ambitions.  

A framework to facilitate such decisions might 
include assessing drivers, including the 
following:

Whatever technologies are chosen as 
priorities the investments will be successful 
only if governments remain proactive in 
facilitating the environment for their success. 
This must include providing policy, legal and 
regulatory frameworks and processes that 
guarantee funding, protect intellectual 
property and provide equitable incentives. 
The viability of defence industrial bases 
increases where thriving civilian industrial 
bases exist. While physical localisation of 
technologies is the headline objective, this 
must be underpinned by investment in the 
local human capital that will embody the 
necessary skills, knowledge and experience 
to achieve true freedom of action in defence 
technology, and thereby military advantage.

Conclusion

Military Capability Requirements

Own critical requirements 
Allies’ requirements 
Regionally specific requirements 
Potential to share specifications

Commercial aspects

Availability & security of supply 
Cost of entering the market 
Military-civilian crossover 
Export potential

Technical aspects

Indigenous skill base 
Scope to develop local IP (R&D)
Knowledge transfer opportunities
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